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I. INTRODUCTION

When most people envision sorting through the belongings of departed loved ones, they imagine encountering old pictures, journals, letters, and knick-knacks. Due to the proliferation of digital technology, coupled with society’s ever-increasing reliance on the Internet, that picture is rapidly changing.¹ Recent studies indicate that ninety-two percent of Americans have an online presence by the age of two.² As of January 2011, there were approximately five billion images on Flickr, hundreds of thousands of videos uploaded on YouTube per day, an endless supply of content from twenty million bloggers, 500 million Facebook users, and approximately two billion tweets per month.³ In addition to reviewing the journals and letters of deceased loved ones, people are increasingly faced with administering a loved one’s digital assets.⁴

Digital assets include digital images from photographs, electronic bank and

¹ J.D. Candidate, May 2013, The Catholic University of America, Columbus School of Law. The author would like to thank her family and friends for their constant support. She would also like to express gratitude to Professor Raymond C. O’Brien for his expert advice and the CommLaw Conspectus staff for their hard work and support during the writing process.
³ See e.g., Jeff Bertolucci, Nine of Ten U.S. Kids Have Online Presence by Age Two, Study Says, PC WORLD (Oct. 7, 2010, 2:45 PM), http://commcns.org/SQmMdD. “In the [United] States, 92 percent of children have a digital presence by age two, compared to 73 percent in the EU,” which includes the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, and Spain. Id. In another recent study, only 29 percent of adults age 71 or older use the Internet, compared with “almost 80% among the Baby Boom generation and [more than] 90% for those 30 and younger,” Michael Walker & Victoria D. Blachly, Virtual Assets, ST003 A.L.I.-A.B.A. 175, 177 (2011).
investment account statements, e-mail records and associated passwords, and social media accounts such as Facebook, Linked-In, Twitter, and YouTube. The culmination of these digital assets forms a person’s digital estate. Not surprisingly, given the ever-increasing role of digitalization in our daily lives, digital estate planning has become a major issue for estate planners. Still, only five states have laws governing digital estate planning. In order to adequately plan for the digital estates of Americans, the law must accommodate recent technological advancements. The establishment of a uniform set of laws will ensure that the digital assets of Americans are adequately protected.

Part II of this Comment provides a general overview of traditional estate planning. Part III then examines the practicalities of estate planning for digital assets. It will then evaluate the major issues associated with digital estate planning, beginning with the digital asset policies of various companies. Included in this analysis will be the general rationale underlying digital estate planning. Part IV will provide real-life examples of planning for digital assets and its effects on decedents’ families. Part V will outline the state laws that currently provide for digital estate planning, highlighting the need to establish a set of uniform laws for digital assets that are tailored to the current digital age. Part VI explores efforts underway to create such uniform laws. Part VII discusses certain websites that seek to help people plan for their digital estates. Part VIII delves into a discussion of the privacy issues and the implications that are raised by digital estate planning. Part IX will then examine how recent technological advancements, such as cloud computing, may affect planning for digital assets, as well as the policy implications of digital estate planning as a whole. Finally, this Comment concludes by evaluating the policy implications underlying the creation of a uniform digital estate planning law.

II. ESTATE PLANNING: A BACKGROUND

In order to fully analyze digital estate planning, it is useful to begin with a brief introduction to traditional estate planning, with a focus on basic principles and terminology. A review of the underlying principles of estate planning in general highlights the need for and importance of digital estate planning.
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A. Traditional Estate Planning

An estate is defined as, “[t]he amount, degree, nature, and quality of a person’s interest in land or other property . . . .” A person’s estate is comprised of his or her assets, which are defined as “[i]tem[s] that [are] owned and ha[ve] value.” Thus, a person’s estate can be comprised of anything that a person owns, including real property, bank accounts, stocks, bonds, and various securities, life insurance policies, as well as personal property including automobiles, jewelry, and works of art. Therefore, estate planning is essentially comprised of the final steps that individuals take to ensure that their wishes are honored and that their loved ones are sufficiently provided for.

A “decedent” is the deceased person whose estate is being administered. An “executor” is the person named in a decedent’s will to ensure that its provisions are properly managed. The executor carries out all aspects of the decedent’s will, ensuring that the final wishes of the decedent are respected. In the absence of a will, the court will appoint an “administrator” to manage the assets and liabilities of the intestate decedent. On the other side of the transaction, the person who “inherits real estate or personal property, whether by will or by intestate succession”, is commonly referred to as an “heir.” Similarly, the term “beneficiary” is used to reference the person for whom property is held in trust; in particular, the beneficiary is the person who is selected to gain from an “appointment, disposition, or assignment (as in a will, insurance policy, etc.),” or to benefit from a legal arrangement. A person who acts on behalf of a beneficiary is labeled a “fiduciary.” Finally, a “power of attorney” is an
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16 Id. at 651. A “will” is defined as “[t]he legal expression of an individual’s wishes about the disposition of his or her property after death; esp[ecially], a document by which a person directs his or her estate to be distributed upon death . . . .” Id. at 1735.
17 See STEPHEN G. CHRISTIANSON, HOW TO ADMINISTER AN ESTATE: A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE FOR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS 11 (5th ed. 2004).
18 Id. at 898. Additionally, a “managing conservator” may be appointed by the court to “[m]anage the estate or affairs of someone who is legally incapable of doing so . . . .” Id. at 347. Furthermore, a “prepetition agent who has taken charge of any asset belonging to [a]debtor,” is referred to as the “custodian.” Id. at 441.
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instrument that gives someone the “authority to act as agent or attorney in fact for the grantor.”

Each role has a significant impact on the dynamic process of traditional estate planning. While digital estate planning includes all of these key players, the extensive technological advancements of the digital age have altered the core of the traditional “estate” or “asset.”

B. Digital Estate Planning

Currently, there is no universal definition of a digital asset or digital estate, which can be troublesome for attorneys seeking to assist clients with digital estate planning. According to one industry resource, the term “digital asset” encompasses e-mail, word processing documents, audio and video files, and images, which are stored on digital devices such as desktop and laptop computers, tablets, peripherals, storage devices, and mobile devices, without regard to the ownership of the physical device in which the digital asset is stored. By contrast, a person’s “digital account” may consist of a variety of personal assets, including e-mail accounts, software licenses, social networking accounts, social media accounts, file sharing accounts, financial management accounts, and domain registration accounts. Simply put, digital assets are the actual files, and digital accounts are the “access rights to files.” This account/asset distinction can be critical; even if the files themselves are readily available, their management and transfer to an executor or agent may be subject to an Internet-based service agreement.

It may be helpful to think of digital assets in terms of four different categories: personal, financial, business, and social media. Although there is some overlap, people often develop separate plans for the disposal of each asset
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22 Id. at 1290.
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category. To elaborate, personal assets are files that are “typically stored on a computer or smartphone or uploaded onto a web site,” including photographs, videos, or even music playlists. Social media assets, on the other hand, generally entail social interactions with a network of people through various mediums, including websites such as Facebook and Twitter, as well as e-mail accounts. Financial assets may include bank accounts, Amazon accounts, PayPal accounts, accounts with other shopping sites, or online bill payment systems. By contrast, business assets generally include customer addresses and patient information.

When administering digital assets for a decedent’s estate, there are eight steps that experts recommend fiduciaries take. In addition to these eight steps, a fiduciary should also take care to adhere to common practices required by law when dealing with digital assets. By following such steps, a fiduciary can begin to decrease the amount of hardship and stress associated with digital estate planning.
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1. Seek the assistance of technical help if necessary.
2. Work on consolidating virtual assets to as few “platforms” as possible (e.g. have multiple e-mail accounts set to forward to a single e-mail account.
3. Obtain statements (or data) of the prior twelve months of the decedent’s important financial accounts.
4. Consider notifying the individual [sic] in the decedent’s e-mail contact list and other social media contacts.
5. Change passwords to those that the fiduciary can control (and remember).
6. Keep all account open for at least a period of time to make sure all relevant or valuable information has been saved and all vendors or other business contacts have been appropriately notified, and so all payables can be paid and accounts receivable have been collected.
7. Remove all private and/or personal data from online shopping accounts (or close them as soon as reasonably possible).
8. The fiduciary should plan on archiving important electronic data for the full duration of the relevant statutes of limitations.

Id.

36 Id. at 184. For example, any virtual asset that has extrinsic value, like “a commercial website or online publication,” should be listed separately on an estate’s asset inventory list.
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III. CURRENT ISSUES WITH DIGITAL ESTATE PLANNING

A. Website Service Agreements

There are presently a host of issues associated with digital estate planning, particularly when dealing with service agreements. The service agreements of various companies play a large role in determining what happens to a decedent’s digital estate. The problem arises from the fact that every company’s service agreement is vastly different; thus, there is no uniformity in what happens to the information stored in a decedent’s e-mail account versus his Facebook account.38

1. E-mail Service Providers

Yahoo! considers a decedent’s account to be private property, so the family members of a decedent must take legal action in order to receive desired e-mail account information.39 Moreover, Yahoo! may permanently delete all of a decedent’s accounts and their contents upon receipt of a death certificate.40 Microsoft’s Hotmail will honor requests to access or close a decedent’s account so long as the requisite information is included; namely, a copy of the death certificate and documents verifying the requestor’s relationship to the decedent (i.e., benefactor, executor, next of kin).41 The Custodian of Records will then confirm the identity of the requestor, and subsequently mail a DVD containing the decedent’s account information, including contacts and emails.42

Google rarely allows the release of Gmail content to family members of a deceased account user.43 In order to gain access to desired information, a fami-

38 See id. at 178.
39 See id.
40 See id. Yahoo! expressly declares, “You agree that your Yahoo! account is non-transferable and any rights to your Yahoo! ID or contents within your account terminate upon your death. Upon receipt of a copy of a death certificate, your account may be terminated and all contents therein permanently deleted.” Yahoo! Terms of Service, YAHOO!, http://commcns.org/11C2eYH (last updated Nov. 24, 2008).
42 MICROSOFT ANSWERS, supra note 41; see also Walker & Blachly, supra note 2, at 179. Once the decedent’s heirs successfully assemble the documents, Hotmail’s verification process is quick, taking no longer than three business days to complete. MICROSOFT ANSWERS, supra note 41.
43 Accessing a Deceased Person’s Mail, GOOGLE, http://commcns.org/S95RkT (last updated Nov. 8, 2012). Google explains that its strict stance on releasing decedent’s account information stems from its keen awareness of “the trust users place in [Google].” Id.; see
ly member must submit a copy of his or her government-issued ID, the deceased user’s death certificate, and a copy of an email received by the requestor from the decedent. Upon receipt of this information, Google will conduct a preliminary review in order to determine whether the family members may complete further steps to receive the information. While this process rarely results in obtaining the relevant information, Google reserves the right to terminate an account that has been inactive for a period of nine months.

2. Social Media Websites

Facebook is concerned with protecting a decedent account holder’s privacy. Upon receiving notice that a user has passed away, Facebook puts the profile in “memorial state,” such that certain profile sections are hidden from view. That is, only the decedent’s confirmed Facebook friends can locate and post on the decedent’s profile. This privacy setting allows friends and family members to post on the decedent’s “wall” in remembrance, while preventing anyone from logging into the account. Additionally, Facebook will remove a decedent’s account from the site upon request by verified immediate family members.

Myspace does not allow a decedent’s heirs to access his or her account.


See Walker & Blachly, supra note 2, at 179. On Facebook a user’s “profile” is called a “Timeline” which is defined as a user’s “collection of . . . photos, stories, and experiences that [tell] the user’s story.” Glossary of Terms, Timeline, Facebook, http://commcns.org/SQnQy7 (last visited Nov. 10, 2012).

See What does memorializing an account mean? Does it deactivate or delete it?, Facebook, http://commcns.org/VMzpFG (last visited Dec. 23, 2012) (stating that the memorialized account retains the account’s previous privacy settings, controlling who can and cannot view the profile).

Id. A Facebook “wall” is the space on [a user’s] profile where friends can post and share.” Glossary of Terms, Wall, Facebook, http://commcns.org/WiD0IN (last visited Nov. 10, 2012).

How do I report a deceased user or an account that needs to be memorialized or deleted?, Facebook, http://commcns.org/WKP30e (last visited Nov. 10, 2012).

See Walker & Blachly, supra note 2, at 179. MySpace allows the decedent’s heirs “having access to the [decedent’s] email account tied to the Myspace profile” to retrieve the decedent’s Myspace password, effectively giving the heirs backdoor access. Browse by Topic, MySpace, http://commcns.org/Vrft2Y (last updated July 9, 2012, 11:28 AM) [hereinafter MySpace] (in the search bar, search for “Deceased”, then follow the “Deceased” hyperlink); see generally Myspace.com Terms of Use Agreement, MySpace (May 9, 2012), http://commcns.org/Xdwamt.
Myspace’s terms of agreement imply, the profile dies with the user.\(^{52}\) That being said, Myspace will assist family members in preserving, deleting, or removing information from a profile, but it does not allow the family members to make these changes themselves.\(^{53}\)

Upon notification of a user’s death, Twitter will remove the decedent’s account from its “Who to Follow” suggestions.\(^{54}\) Additionally, family members can contact Twitter to either delete the decedent’s account entirely, or they may “obtain a permanent backup of the deceased user’s public tweets.”\(^{55}\) Still, Twitter will not grant family members access to a decedent’s account. If a family wishes to post last messages from the account, he or she must obtain the decedent’s login information through individual means.\(^{56}\)

Lastly, heirs having power of attorney can access the decedent’s YouTube account.\(^{57}\)
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\(^{52}\) See Walker & Blachly, supra note 2, at 180. MySpace will, upon notification of the user’s death, either preserve or remove the decedent’s profile. MYSPACE, supra note 51.

\(^{53}\) MYSPACE, supra note 51. Before Myspace will assist family members with either the preservation, deletion, or removal of the decedent’s profile, the family members must send Myspace the death certificate and the decedent’s Myspace ID. Digital Afterlife – Planning Your Digital Legacy 101, WORLD WITHOUT ME (Oct. 7, 2011), http://commcns.org/13IkgHi; see generally Walker & Blachly, supra note 2, at 180.


\(^{55}\) See O’Dell, supra note 54.

\(^{56}\) See id.

\(^{57}\) John Romano, So What *Does* Happen to Your Digital Assets After You Die?, DIGITAL BEYOND (Dec. 21, 2010), http://commcns.org/10hesWg. YouTube requires the following information before it will allow an authorized representative to access the decedent’s account:

1. [The representative’s] full name and contact information, including a verifiable email address.
2. The YouTube account name of the individual who passed away.
3. A copy of the death certificate of the deceased.
4. A copy of the document that gives [the representative] Power of Attorney over the YouTube account.
5. If [the representative is] the parent of the individual, please send [YouTube] a copy of the Birth Certificate if the YouTube account owner was under the age of 18. In this case, Power of Attorney is not required.

Id.; see also Walker & Blachly, supra note 2, at 181.
3. Websites Registered to the Decedent

Websites that are registered to the decedent are considered true assets; therefore, they transfer with the decedent’s residual estate.\(^{58}\)

* * *

Ultimately, seemingly inconsistent service agreements further complicate the process of delineating digital assets. In determining which form of ownership governs the decedent’s digital assets, it is necessary to articulate the difference between traditional property ownership rights and licensing rights.\(^{59}\) If an online account takes the form of a traditional property interest, then the individual owns the account.\(^{60}\) On the other hand, an online account that takes the form of a license typically terminates after death.\(^{61}\)

Although some agreements limit access to the actual account owner—here, problematically the decedent—others grant exclusive ownership to the provider, such that content is non-transferable following the user’s death.\(^{62}\) Some companies will share a decedent’s password with a surviving family member, giving them access to account information and full use of the account itself.\(^{63}\) Nonetheless, because such actions do not legally transfer the account, the question still remains as to who owns the account information.\(^{64}\) There are even more questions surrounding the disposition of digital assets should the website shut down, expire, or disappear—who would own this information, the account holder or the company?\(^{65}\)

B. Online Demographics

Beyond online service agreements, several broader issues arise when planning for and administering digital assets. First, online demographics have played a large role in the trend towards digital estate planning.\(^{66}\) It comes as no
surprise that the generation most concerned with creating an estate plan happens to be the least likely to use the Internet. 67 According to a recent industry survey, most clients who are interested in estate planning are in their sixties. 68 Meanwhile, the Pew Research Center confirms that adults in that very same age bracket use the Internet less than any other adult group. 69 Because people in the older generation are also the least commonly online, they do not have digital estates for which they need to be planning. 70

C. Purposeful delay of estate planning

As with traditional estate planning, there are many barriers to the adoption of proper digital estate planning. 71 People generally avoid estate planning in both forms until an event relating to death occurs. 72 In addition to this postponement, the sheer amount of work involved in tracking every online account and password presents a task that many people may consider too daunting to undertake. 73

D. Hesitation to rely on online services

Despite the proliferation of social media and digital storage technologies, many people, especially those in the older generation bracket, are hesitant to rely on online services to store information. 74 Instead, they often retain hard copies of documents and original film negatives to ensure the safety of critical information and photographs stored online. 75 As a result, these items are removed from the realm of digital estate planning and are adequately governed by standard estate planning laws and practices. 76 In extreme cases, people refuse to include sensitive information in emails or online accounts, which fur-

67 See Zucker, supra note 66.
68 Zucker, supra note 66; see also A Look Inside the Estate Planning Industry, RESULTS OF THE 2008 WEALTH COUNSEL INDUSTRY TRENDS SURVEY 3 (2009).
70 Zucker, supra note 66.
71 See id.
72 See id.
73 See id.
74 See id.
75 See id.
76 See generally id.
ther decreases their need for digital asset protection.\textsuperscript{77}

E. Limited Government Involvement

As previously mentioned, nominal governmental intervention regarding the issue of digital estate planning has created a barrier for those hoping to utilize it.\textsuperscript{78} Due to the minimal number of lawsuits and disputes between families and online service providers, significant government action is not warranted.\textsuperscript{79} In fact, only five states have enacted laws to address digital estate management.\textsuperscript{80} Moreover, there is currently no uniform law governing the distribution of digital assets.\textsuperscript{81}

F. Uncertainty on the part of attorneys

Finally, ambivalence in the legal profession has also delayed changes to meet the market demand for digital asset planning.\textsuperscript{82} Because some lawyers have been reluctant to embrace change, people are turning to software and other non-legal resources for answers to their digital asset questions.\textsuperscript{83} In order to bring uniformity and continuity to digital estate management, it is necessary for the legal profession to undergo extensive alterations to traditional estate planning to keep pace with these technological changes.

IV. DIGITAL ESTATE PLANNING IN THE NEWS

In recent years, the failure of traditional estate planning to account for the rapid evolution of the digital economy has significantly impacted the average American.\textsuperscript{84} In November 2004, less than two months after arriving in Iraq, Lance Corporal (L/Cpl) Justin Ellsworth was killed by a roadside bomb.\textsuperscript{85} During his time in Iraq, L/Cpl Ellsworth exchanged emails with his parents, often using his Yahoo! webmail account.\textsuperscript{86} According to his father, John Ellsworth,
L/Cpl Ellsworth was keeping a journal to ensure that his generation, and the
generations that follow have “actual words from somebody who was there [in
Iraq].”

When John Ellsworth approached Yahoo! regarding access to his
son’s e-mails, the company denied his request on the basis of privacy.

Despite the emotions at stake, Yahoo! adhered to its terms of service, which denied
survivors the rights to the e-mail accounts of the deceased.

Eventually, the Ellsworth family filed suit, and, in April 2005, a Michigan probate judge or-
dered Yahoo! to release the contents of L/Cpl Ellsworth’s email account to his
family.

A similar dispute arose in 2005 after twenty-two-year-old Loren Williams
was killed in a motorcycle accident. Hoping to learn more about her son after
his death, Loren’s mother Karen turned to Facebook. After finding her son’s
password, Karen e-mailed the company requesting that administrators maintain
the account in order for her to review his posts and comments by his friends.

Within two hours of Karen’s request, Facebook administrators had changed her
son’s passwords, essentially locking her out of his account.

Karen subsequently filed a lawsuit against Facebook, and, after a two-year legal battle, Fa-
cebook granted her ten months of access to Loren’s account.

After this ten-month period, Loren’s Facebook profile was removed.

On December 18, 2011, twenty-year-old Anthony Cannata committed sui-
cide. Before deciding to take his own life, Anthony uploaded a photograph to
his Facebook account that showed him “holding a gun to this mouth.”

After Anthony’s death, his family and friends petitioned Facebook to remove the
photograph or grant them access to his account in order for them to remove it
themselves. However, because they faced obstacles to gaining access to An-
thony’s account, this disturbing photograph remained online for more than a

87 Id.
88 Id.
89 Id.
90 Yahoo! Will Give Family Slain Marine’s E-mail Account, USA TODAY TECH (Apr.
21, 2005, 12:49 PM), http://commcns.org/UT2r2A.
91 Karen Williams’ Facebook Saga Raises Question of Whether Users’ Profiles Are
Part of ‘Digital Estates’, HUFF POST TECH (Mar. 15, 2012, 5:57 PM),
http://commcns.org/1022lHS.
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93 Id.
94 Id.
95 Id.
96 Id.
98 Id.
99 See e.g., Jennifer Kabbany, Grieving Mother Calls for Facebook Hotline, NORTH
COUNTY TIMES (Jan. 13, 2012, 6:00 PM), http://commcns.org/13H]XI.
It was not until Anthony’s mother sent Facebook a link to a local newspaper article about the story that the graphic photograph was removed.  

Families have encountered similar resistance even when the decedent is a minor. Eric Rash, a fifteen-year-old resident of Crewe, Virginia, committed suicide in January 2011. Eric’s parents did not know their son’s Facebook password, but hoped to gain access to his account in order to look for clues regarding Eric’s death. Initially denied access to his account, Eric’s parents were finally given access to his information after ten months of lobbying, but even then only received a copy of his account on a CD. Facebook refused to divulge Eric’s password, citing its own privacy policies and federal privacy laws. Outraged with the situation, his parents have continued to lobby on his behalf for lawmakers to intervene.

The importance of digital estate planning is also evident in cases with more positive outcomes. On October 18, 2009, after updating his blog and sending some public tweets and a private message via Twitter, Mac Tonnies went to bed and died of cardiac arrest. Mac was unmarried, had no children, and paid his bills by working day jobs. He had, however, garnered a small but devoted audience through a blog he launched in 2003. Mac was an “extremely active” social media user and had ongoing friendships with many people that he had never met in person.

Mac’s final blog post was a set of three images without any corresponding text. It was not long before followers commented on the post inquiring why Mac had not blogged or tweeted in a few days. The news of Mac’s death was later posted by an anonymous user, prompting a “back and forth” of blog commentary described as “a remarkable mix of tributes, grieving, and com-
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100 Eder, supra note 97.
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105 Id.; Sears, supra note 103.
106 Id., supra note 97.
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111 Walker, supra note 3, at 30; see e.g., Mystery Death: Mac Tonnies, 34, TWILIGHT LANGUAGE (Oct. 24, 2009), http://commcns.org/XhmfwN (blog tribute to Mac Tonnies by a fan whom had never met Tonnies in person).
112 Walker, supra note 3, at 33; see also Tonnies, supra note 110.
113 Walker, supra note 3, at 33.
miseration.”114 Mac’s parents acknowledged the oddity of having no control over what was being said about their son online immediately following his death.115 Mac’s parents did not own a computer and, while close to their son, they did not understand or know anything about his digital presence.116

Since inheriting their son’s computer and learning to navigate the Internet, the Tonnies have formed bonds with people who were emotionally touched by Mac’s blog and Twitter page, many of whom he had never met.117 Mac’s mother began reading through her son’s blog from its earliest postings, reviewing the posts and comments of Mac’s followers.118 Mac’s story demonstrates how a person’s digital presence can, after death, provide meaning to those still living.

Mac’s story underscores the need for better management of digital assets.119 Mac had a Flickr account, to which he potentially uploaded thousands of photographs.120 However, since his account lapsed after his death, most of Mac’s pictures can no longer be viewed.121 If Mac’s parents were able to renew his Flickr account, they would have access to all of their sons’ photographs—no doubt treasured memories.122 Yahoo!, Flickr’s owner, does not allow families to either renew or delete a decedent’s account.123 Without Mac’s password, his parents cannot access his account and cannot view his pictures.124 Had these photos been kept in traditional albums in Mac’s bedroom, his parents would have had no problem accessing them. However, because they are online, Mac’s parents may never get to share in all of his memories.

Without a more uniform approach to dealing with digital assets, friends and families of decedents will continue to run into issues managing their loved ones’ digital estates. Because the companies that house the majority of people’s digital assets are located in, and serve clients in, multiple jurisdictions, uniformity in law is a dire need.125
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123 See YAHOO!, supra note 40 (providing no right of survivorship or transferability upon death of a user).
124 Walker, supra note 3, at 34.
V. CURRENT STATE LAWS

Five states currently have laws governing digital estate management: Oklahoma, Idaho, Rhode Island, Indiana, and Connecticut. In structuring respective statutes, each state built upon the language of the states that had acted before it.

Connecticut was the first state to enact digital estate planning legislation, doing so in 2005. The Connecticut statute refers to “electronic mail accounts” and “electronic mail service providers,” yet fails to speak to “blogs, online bank accounts, payment accounts, photo sharing accounts, or Facebook and other social accounts.”

Rhode Island and Indiana soon followed Connecticut, enacting their respective laws in 2007. Rhode Island’s statute is similar to Connecticut’s, again only referencing “electronic mail providers,” “electronic mail accounts,” and only allowing for an executor to gain access to copies of the contents of the electronic mail account if a written request is made and an order of the probate court accompanies the request. Indiana’s statute builds upon the Connecticut model, providing that a “custodian” must give access to a representative of the decedent’s estate if a written request and court order are received. Indiana’s law, however, goes further by dictating that, “[a] custodian may not destroy or dispose of the electronically stored documents or information of the deceased person for two (2) years after the custodian receives a request or order . . . .”

In 2010, Oklahoma enacted its law, becoming the first to include, “social networking, microblogging, [and] e-mail accounts of the deceased.” The Ok-
Oklahoma law gives more power to the executor of the decedent’s estate, stating, “The executor or administrator of an estate shall have the power, where otherwise authorized, to take control of, conduct, continue, or terminate any accounts of a deceased person on any social networking website, any microblogging or short message service website or any e-mail service websites.”\(^\textsuperscript{135}\) Acknowledging that the law may conflict with some companies’ terms of use, one of the law’s co-sponsors shared his hope that, “[t]he law would remind the people of Oklahoma as they go about their estate planning that, in addition to their personal and real property, they should make plans for the vast amount of intellectual property we leave behind.”\(^\textsuperscript{136}\)

In 2011, Idaho amended its probate code, enhancing the powers of personal representatives to include digital estate administration.\(^\textsuperscript{137}\) Borrowing language from Oklahoma’s statute, Idaho legislators simply added a paragraph to an existing code section to allow conservators of an estate to “[t]ake control of, conduct, continue or terminate any accounts of the decedent on any social networking website, any microblogging or short message service website or any e-mail service website.”\(^\textsuperscript{138}\)

As of January 2012, both Oregon and Nebraska’s legislatures had begun discussions about digital estate planning.\(^\textsuperscript{139}\) The Nebraska legislation, modeled after the Oklahoma and Idaho statutes, proposes that the decedent’s personal representative be granted access to and control over the decedent’s digital assets, including social media and e-mail accounts.\(^\textsuperscript{140}\) The personal representative would have the ability to delete and otherwise modify any of the decedent’s social media or e-mail accounts.\(^\textsuperscript{141}\)

As Oregon has yet to enact a digital estate law, some estate planners in Oregon have been directing clients to create a virtual asset instruction letter (“VAIL”) and retain it in a safety deposit box.\(^\textsuperscript{142}\) A VAIL identifies all of a


\(^{138}\) See L.B. 783, 102 Leg., 2d Sess. (Neb. 2012; see also Eder, supra note 97; Skelton, supra note 9).

\(^{139}\) Neb. L.B. 783.

\(^{140}\) See Skelton, supra note 9.
decedent’s online accounts and assets and provides web addresses, user names, and passwords to give to a designated representative access to those accounts. It is possible that this practice will play a role in shaping the language of the Oregon legislation.

VI. MORE UNIFORMITY IN THE FUTURE

The Uniform Law Commission (ULC) is a non-profit unincorporated association that provides states with “non-partisan, well-conceived and well-drafted legislation that brings clarity and stability to critical areas of state statutory law.” ULC members are attorneys, who are qualified to practice law, including practicing lawyers, judges, legislators, legislative staff, and law professors, who have been appointed by state governments. The ULC’s role is to “research, draft and promote enactment of uniform state laws in areas of state law where uniformity is desirable and practical.”

In late January 2012, the ULC proposed creating a committee to study issues related to digital estate planning. The committee would examine “fiduciary power and authority to access digital property and online accounts during incapacity and after death.” Gene Henning, one of Minnesota’s ULC commissioners, estimated that the ULC proposal would take “three years or more and will let estates gain access to the dead person’s online property with ease—while also allowing you to have a say in how you want your digital assets to be handled after death.”

The ULC committee’s proposed work would be invaluable to digital estate planning. If the ULC was able to propose a set of uniform laws that all states could adopt, the questions and confusion surrounding digital estate planning
would slowly begin to disappear. People would no longer have to rely on companies’ varying terms of use to determine how to manage digital assets, and there could be uniformity amongst states, which would ease the process for families who are not located in the same state as the decedent. Still, even with the promise of uniformity from the ULC, there are issues facing digital estate planning.

VII. COMMERCIAL ALTERNATIVES FOR DIGITAL ESTATE PLANNING

Because legislation governing digital assets has been slow to materialize, private industry has capitalized on this legal gap and has begun to offer products as a work-around. There are currently a host of websites that market their ability to help users plan for their digital assets. These websites provide users the ability to store their digital assets and set up a means by which designated beneficiaries can gain access to those assets. They encourage users to specify how their digital estate should be handled upon their death. While these websites can be beneficial for people looking to plan for their digital afterlife, experts note that users must be cautious when utilizing these services.

First, users are cautioned to be certain that they choose a reputable website, as giving sensitive information about one’s digital existence could lead to the improper dissemination of entrusted personal information. Second, people should keep in mind that “giving someone access to information about an asset is not the same as giving that asset to that individual.”
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Some websites, such as Deathswitch.com, send e-mails with account information to a named beneficiary if the user does not respond to an “are you still alive” notice. Estate planners should keep in mind the multitude of legal and tax implications that might accompany digital estates. Some websites refer to “electronic wills” when discussing digital assets. People are urged to remember that in most states, “a will requires certain formalities . . . and the absence of these formalities can render one’s good intentions legally invalid.”

Finally, experts caution that many of these websites essentially provide an “online safety deposit box” while representing themselves as “digital afterlife planning sites,” which may lead to litigation in the future. For example, using these services to transfer online accounts with actual financial worth, such as PayPal or Ebay accounts, could lead to litigation, as a decedent cannot simply use a website to “give” assets to a beneficiary following his or her death without a correctly executed estate planning document.

The Digital Beyond, a blog about maintaining digital assets, keeps a list of digital estate planning websites. To date, the list includes forty providers offering digital death and afterlife services. This is a testament to the growing popularity of planning for one’s digital estate. Still, even by planning ahead with digital estate websites, or even including instructions in a will about what is to happen to a digital estate, the family of a decedent might still run into privacy issues and terms of use problems.

VIII. PRIVACY ISSUES

The implication of privacy rights is a significant digital estate planning dilemma, as seen in the case of L/Cpl Ellsworth. If e-mail providers are forced
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to give decedents’ family members access to personal accounts, there will be
great tension between the rights of the family and the e-mail provider’s obligation
to protect an individual’s privacy after death.\textsuperscript{173} Likewise, this raises ques-
tions as to a decedent’s individual privacy and property rights.\textsuperscript{174}

Today, many people share the intimate details of their lives through e-mail
and social media accounts, such as Facebook. If a person dies intestate, should
his or her next of kin have the right to view the details of the decedent’s per-
sonal life on “the basis that the messages should pass through intestacy in the
same manner as other property?”\textsuperscript{175} Web companies are sure to draw a clear
distinction between access to an account itself and access to the contents of an
online account.\textsuperscript{176} Web companies’ terms of service often state “‘the account
itself’ is not transferrable or only transferrable with permission.”\textsuperscript{177} Likewise,
most companies will not reveal or reset a decedent’s password, so family
members are not able to fully access the account itself, unless they know the
decedent’s password.\textsuperscript{178}

Not granting a decedent’s family control of the account does not diminish
the sentimental value that is gained from allowing access to the contents of the
account.\textsuperscript{179} Still, terms of use contracts at most major web companies specifi-
cally prohibit anyone else from being able to access a person’s account.\textsuperscript{180} Ad-
ditionally, all fifty states and the federal government have enacted laws that
penalize unauthorized access to types of private or protected personal data.\textsuperscript{181}

Some legal experts believe that the terms of service which users agree to
when signing up for social media sites could take precedent over current state
laws.\textsuperscript{182} Lawmakers have expressed concern that there is a risk in creating laws
that are “toothless.”\textsuperscript{183} As was previously discussed, when Facebook denies
access to an account, it cites various state and federal laws, including the fed-
eral Electronic Communications Privacy Act.\textsuperscript{184} Additionally, Richard Down-
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ing, Deputy Chief of the Department of Justice’s Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section testified before Congress on November 15, 2011, stating that the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act “permits the government to charge a person with violating the CFAA when that person has exceeded his access by violating the access rules put in place by the computer owner and then . . . obtains information.”

A 2009 Michigan criminal decision highlights how computer fraud statutes can hamper digital estate transfers. From July 2009 through August 2009, Leon Walker, of Rochester Hills, Michigan, accessed the password-protected Gmail and Yahoo! e-mail accounts of his estranged wife without her permission. Based on preliminary hearings, a Michigan trial court determined that there was sufficient evidence to charge Mr. Walker with violating Michigan’s computer fraud statute, which states, “[a] person shall not intentionally and without authorization or by exceeding valid authorization do any of the following: (a) Access or cause access to be made to a computer program, computer, computer system, or computer network . . . .” After a series of motions and interlocutory appeals, the Michigan Court of Appeals remanded the case back to trial court, affirming the lower court’s decision stating that, “[t]he prosecutor presented sufficient evidence of each element of unauthorized access of a computer, MCL 752.795, to support the district court’s decision to bind the defendant over for trial.”

Beneficiaries to digital estates could potentially be viewed as accessing the decedent’s online accounts in an unauthorized fashion. Even people with express permission from a decedent to access accounts could be violating not

shall not knowingly divulge to any person or entity the contents of a communication while in electronic storage by that service [or which is carried or maintained on that service] . . . .”) (emphasis added).
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only terms of use, but also privacy laws. If one plans ahead for incapacity or death and specifically authorizes someone to access his or her account after death, the question remains as to whether this would solve the problem of “unauthorized access.”\(^{191}\) Jim Lamm, editor of the blog Digital Passing, concedes that while this would clarify the decedent’s intent, it also raises a potential “second layer” to the problem of planning for digital assets.\(^{192}\) Lamm discusses that if the terms-of-use for e-mail and social networking sites prohibit someone from allowing anyone else to access his or her accounts, then it may not make a difference whether or not that person is authorized—they would still be violating the terms of use, and this could potentially be construed as “unauthorized access” under criminal laws.\(^{193}\)

IX. HOW WILL THE ADVANCEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY AFFECT DIGITAL ESTATE PLANNING?

In order to fully accommodate people’s needs, digital estate planning will need to advance with new innovations in technology.\(^{194}\) One such advance that might play a role in digital estate planning is cloud computing.\(^{195}\) Cloud computing allows users to have “every piece of data that [they] need for every aspect of [their] life at [their] fingertips and ready for use.”\(^{196}\) Data is “mobile, transferable, and instantly accessible.”\(^{197}\) Cloud computing allows a user to sync all of their data to many different devices and allows access to shared data (shared data being the data we access online in a number of places—such as “social networks, banks, blogs, newsrooms, paid communities, etc.”).\(^{198}\)

A user’s personal cloud can eventually connect with public clouds and other personal clouds.\(^{199}\) This connectivity could raise interesting issues in digital
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Estate planning. In October 2011, the Centre for Creative and Social Technology (CAST) at Goldsmiths, University of London, released a study of Internet use in the U.K. entitled “Generation Cloud.” Generation Cloud determined that British users have at least GBP 2.3 billion worth of digital assets stored within the cloud. Generation Cloud analyzed the data even further: 66% of respondents use the cloud without realizing it; 53% have “treasured possessions” in the cloud; and 11% have made or are planning to make provisions for their digital assets in their will. Analysts see these results as a sign that the British are “more aware and concerned about passing on their digital assets” than people in America.

X. NEED FOR UNIFORMITY

There is a demonstrated need for a uniform set of laws addressing digital estate planning. Although it is encouraging that states are beginning to create individual state laws to deal with problems, without a uniform set of laws enacted by all states, problems will continue to exist. Because online service providers serve clients in multiple states across the country, “the need for uniformity is clear and the demand for legal clarity increases every day.” If online service providers and online companies have to sort through the differing requirements of state-specific digital estate planning laws, they will be more likely to continue relying on the established state and federal privacy regimes.

Any uniform set of laws also needs to address the problem of privacy. As discussed, companies such as Facebook and e-mail providers not only have their own privacy policies included in their terms-of-use, but these companies’ business models are structured around complying with privacy laws. A uniform law needs to address privacy concerns in the context of a family needing access to the digital assets of a decedent. Privacy is obviously a major concern for users of sites, but when someone is deceased, the concern should shift to the friends and family of the decedent. With typical estate planning, the family is given access to items that the decedent may have deemed personal.
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and private—such as pictures and journals. While considered private during the life of the decedent, these items can become important and personal to the family after death. Digital assets should not be treated differently.

The language of any uniform law should look to the laws that states have adopted. Connecticut, the first state to enact a digital assets law, did not include mentions of blogs, photo sharing accounts, or social media accounts. As these platforms have become more ubiquitous, states have made sure to include these platforms in their laws. Oklahoma, which enacted its law in 2010, was the first state to incorporate social networking and blogging in its law. In 2011, Idaho followed suit and a proposed bill in Nebraska includes language with reference to social media accounts.

Any proposed uniform law should be broad enough to account for technological advances that have not yet occurred, in addition to those that have become a part of daily life, including e-mail accounts, social media accounts, photo sharing sites, blogs, video upload sites, customer accounts (such as eBay or Amazon), online banking, and music accounts. By first defining what a digital asset is, the law would provide scope as to what constitutes a digital estate and should be broad enough to incorporate new forms of technology which will undoubtedly work their way into daily life. What needs to be avoided is drafting a law, such as Connecticut’s, that is restricted to certain types of digital assets—namely, those available at the time the law was written. Because technology will continue to evolve—and people will die—a law that can evolve along with technology is truly needed.

In addition to a uniform law, online service providers should include references to any such law in their terms of use. If the new uniform law incorporates privacy concerns into its language, online companies may be more apt to defer to it, rather than existing privacy laws. Online companies should ensure that their terms of use and privacy terms are amended to specifically detail what can happen to an account when a user dies.

XI. CONCLUSION

Our daily lives have changed. Instead of sending letters, writing in paper
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journals, and keeping photo albums on a bookshelf, people are more inclined to send e-mail, keep blogs, and upload pictures to social media accounts. This means that when someone dies, a large portion of his or her life will no longer be tangible. Digital assets are becoming more and more important in our lives, and it is likewise becoming more and more important to deal with them after death.

There are currently many issues that stand in the way of successful digital estate planning. Web service agreements that hinder access for friends and family to a decedent’s accounts play a large role in creating issues with digital assets. The fact that senior citizens are the people most likely to use standard estate planning and least likely to use the Internet has likewise created a barrier to digital estate planning becoming more ubiquitous. Avoidance and fear of digital estate planning, as well as a limited government reaction, have all lent a hand to causing barriers to the management of digital assets. Finally, ambivalence in the legal profession has also helped to create a host of issues standing in the way of truly successful digital estate planning.

There have been several examples in the news over the last few years of families and friends of decedents who have been thwarted in their attempts to fully administer a decedent’s digital assets. People are being kept from the intimate details of a loved one’s life—details that they would have access to if the assets were not stored online and under websites’ terms of use. The law needs to evolve in order to ensure that these situations no longer occur.

There are currently five states with laws on the books regarding digital estate planning, and as each state has enacted a law, the law has evolved to include more and more technology. The ULC has been tasked with creating a uniform law that could serve the entire country. A uniform law is desperately needed, in order to combat issues such as privacy rights and service agree-
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The Committee will draft a free-standing act and/or amendments to ULC acts, such as the Uniform Probate Code, the Uniform Trust Code, the Uniform Guardianship and Protective Proceedings Act, and the Uniform Power of Attorney Act, that will vest fiduciaries with at least the authority to manage and distribute digital assets, copy or delete digital assets, and access digital assets.

Id.
ments of online companies.\textsuperscript{223} Currently, privacy laws are positioned to stand in the way of families of decedents who are trying to gain access to a decedent’s online assets.\textsuperscript{224} The law needs to account for both privacy and computer fraud and access laws and, in effect, trump them in order to preserve the rights of decedents’ friends and family when dealing with digital assets. The law should also address advances in technology, such as the cloud, to ensure that it the law remains relevant as technology continues to evolve.\textsuperscript{225} Enacting a law that would become obsolete with technological advances would be counterintuitive to the drive behind ensuring that digital assets are protected.

Hopefully, within the next few years a uniform law will be drafted and enacted by the states, allowing families to easily gain access to a decedent’s digital estate. Once this law is in place, people can fully utilize the digitalization of the world that continues to increase each day—both during life and after it.
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